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Abstract
An improved MDA is proposed to improve the operation efficiency of
dimensionality reduction algorithm, it includes two steps: First simplify the data
by attribute reduction of bivariate mutual information, and then dispose the
simplified data by the original MDA. Compared with the original, the improved
MDA is good at keeping structural relationships between the data points, and at
the same time can be applied on ultra high dimensional data with more redundant
attributes, because of its lower computational complexity. Experimental results
show that the improved MDA is effective.
Keywords: data dimensionality reduction; attribute reduction; entropy; mutual
information
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1 Introduction
In information age, the rapid development technologies of data collection and
data storage bring us various types of big data, and the dimensions of some data
usually can reach hundreds of thousands. Thus, scholars begin to pay more
attention to how to use the potential information effectively from these data.
Currently, the common method to reduce the dimensionality is linear
dimensionality reduction, mainly including Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[1], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [2], Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [3]
and so on. However, linear dimensionality reduction still has some problems
about computational complexity, and even some certain limitations on dimensions.
For instance, PCA algorithm may not be feasible to calculate the feature vector of
very high-dimensional data [4]; the largest dimension limitation of LDA
algorithm is k-1(where k is the category number) [4], etc. In practical application,
the high-dimensional database may have many shortcomings, containing many
attributes which are redundant and unnecessary in the process of rule discovery
[5]. This not only increases the algorithm computational complexity but even
limits the realization of the algorithm, so in dealing with high dimensional data
with more redundancy attributes, we can remove the redundant attributes first and
then use the dimension reduction algorithm, the algorithm can effectively improve
the arithmetic speed.
Based on the two-dimensional mutual information theory, the paper proposes
the attribute reduction algorithm and acquires the improved Multidimensional
Scaling Analysis by studying Multidimensional Scaling Analysis (MDA) [6], we
carried dimensionality reductions by these two methods respectively, and the
results are compared to analyze the feasibility of the improved algorithm through
examples.

2 Algorithmic research
2.1. Multidimensional Scaling Analysis(MDA)
Assume there is a set of high-dimensional array
p  [ p1, p2 , p3 ,..., pn ]' , pi  R D , where pi  [ xi1 , xi 2 , xi 3 ,..., xiD ]' , principle of
MDA is as follows:
Make each point do dot product with any point, we acquire a computing
matrix p  ( pi , j ) nn order n by n, where
pi , j  pi p j  ( xi1 x j1  xi 2 x j 2  ... xiD x jD )

Matrix p is disposed by the eigenvalue analysis, let i be the eigenvalue, let
( i1 ,  i 2 ,...,  in ) be the eigenvector of i , then we can obtain a new array after
reduction of dimensionality, and the coordinate of point i is:
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
Li  (1  1i ,  2  2i ,...,  d  di )
Where d is the number of larger eigenvalues of matrix p .
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2.2. Multidimensional scaling analysis based on attribute reduction of
bivariate mutual information
Mutual information is a measure of the amount of overlapping information
between random variables, two-dimensional mutual information refers to the
mutual information between two properties, its computation complexity is much
more lower than conditional mutual information between multiple properties,
therefore, the attribute reduction of bivariate mutual information is put forward,
and applied to the MDA algorithm, the algorithm theory is as follows:
1) Assume there are n attributes recorded as [ D1 , D2 ,..., Dn ] , entropy of each
attribute is calculated respectively and arranged in descending, the result is as
follows: [ H a  H b ,...,  H c ] ,where

Di  [d1i , d 2i ,..., d mi ]' , H i  H ( Di )   p(d i ) log p(d i )
di

2) Relation formulas between mutual information and entropy are as follows:
I ( X ;Y )  H ( X )  H ( X | Y )
I(X; X )  H(X )  H(X | X )  H(X )
H ( X | Y )   p( y)H ( X | y)   p( y) p( x | y) log p( x | y)
y

y

(1)
(2)
(3)

x

It can be seen that mutual information I ( X ; Y ) represents the intersecting part of
the information of X and Y , in other words, the larger the mutual information is ,
the more overlapping information X and Y contain, so the following formula is
introduced to filter the property:
Qij 

I ( Di ; D j )
H ( Di )



H ( Di )  H ( Di | D j )
H ( Di )

 K ( K  85%)

(4)

According to the formula (1) and (2), When X approaches Y ,
I (X ;Y )
approaches 1, This means that the more similar information X and
Q
H (X )
Y contain,
the larger the value of Q is. Hence, If property Di and D j
satisfy formula (4), it indicates that the most information of D j is covered with
the information of Di , then we can delete D j , and continue to test the next
property until all are tested completely.
3) Through above two steps we eliminate the unnecessary attributes and
finally regard the remaining attributes as the simplified attributes.
4) Dealing with the simplified data by the original MDA.
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3 Application Example
There are ten sample points, each sample has four attributes, and the
corresponding datas are shown in Table 1.
Table 1The data of sample points
serial
number

X1

X2

X3

X4

1

1

6

3

7

2

2

6

4

7

3

1

7

4

7

4

3

5

5

4

5

4

4

6

3

6

4

7

8

6

7

3

1

9

1

8

5

5

10

4

9

8

8

11

9

10

9

9

12

9

1) The steps of attribute reduction are as follows:
①Use the partition method to calculate the information entropy of each
attribute:
Let max i and min i be the maximum and minimum value of the property X i

max i  min i
is the
d
length of the each interval, the intervals are as follows: [min i , min i  ki ) 、
respectively, d is the interval number (where d is 5), and ki 

[min i  ki , min i  2ki ) 、 ... 、 [min i  (d  1)ki , max i ] . By calculating the
frequency of each interval, we acquire the information entropy of X i .
The entropies of four properties obtained by above method are as follows:
H ( X 1 )  1.8464 , H ( X 2 )  2.1219 , H ( X 3 )  2.2465 , H ( X 4 )  1.8464 .
② According to H ( X 3 )  H ( X 2 )  H ( X 1 )  H ( X 4 ) , we start from the attribute

X 3 , and successively evaluate the values of the mutual information and Q ,
results are shown in Table 2:
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Table 2 The values of mutual information and Q
Attributes ( X i , X j )

I(Xi; X j )

Qij

( X 3, X 2 )

1.7220

0.77

( X 3 , X1)

1.6465

0.73

( X 3, X 4 )

1.6464

0.73

( X 2 , X1)

1.319

0.62

(X2, X 4)

1.8465

0.87

In Table 2, Q24  0.87  0.85 , it indicates the main information of X 4 is
covered by X 2 , then we can delete X 4 , finally, [ X 1 , X 2, X 3 ] is the simplified
attribute group.
2) Use MDA algorithm to process the original data and the simplified
respectively, results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Results of dimensionality reduction
Results

of

dimensionality Results

reduction of the original data

of

dimensionality

reduction of the simplified data

X1

Y1

X2

Y2

1

8.584959281

-4.543810977

5.859817147

-3.346831025

2

9.575769198

-3.602009928

7.009518711

-2.599024824

3

9.69583322

-4.398612483

7.124560868

-3.717481949

4

8.614874502

-0.506662011

7.614063240

-1.012884780

5

8.627746593

1.453414524

8.218607769

0.573255265

6

12.80119908

-0.409735355

11.293252246

-1.006380428
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Table 3 (Continued): Results of dimensionality reduction
7

7.669284609

5.382157394

8.311781842

4.211182276

8

12.45595285

3.164454954

12.072226425

1.885776380

9

18.09632386

0.608083687

15.717628853

0.678827609

10

19.57818821

1.099244942

17.412487452

0.588299965

Attribute-groups [ X 1 , Y1 ] and [ X 2 , Y2 ] denote respectively the mapping of the
original data and the simplified data in two-dimensional space through DMA
algorithm. In order to analysis the result more precisely, the distribution of the
two data sets are given in Figure 1.

Figure 1 The distribution of the two data sets
In Figure 1, the distributions of the two data sets are almost the same, MDA
algorithm can better keep the structure relationships between the original
high-dimensional data points accurately [6], moreover, the structural relationship
between the simplified data points is very close to the structural relationship
between the original. So the improved MDA algorithm is an effective
dimensionality reduction method.

4 Conclusions
By using the points of low-dimensional space to represent the high dimensional
data to keep the inner structure of the original data in the process of the dimension-
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ality reduction. The paper addresses the improved MDA by combining the
attribute reduction of bivariate mutual information with MDA algorithm, we
found that the distribution of the results of the improved algorithm and the
original were very similar, the improved MDA is faster in disposing high
dimensional data with more redundant attributes, because the attribute reduction
of two-dimensional mutual information simplifies the data by scanning the
database and few operations of multiplication. Currently, most of the algorithms
in dimensionality reduction cannot be applied very well for the limitations of the
complexity, besides, attribute reduction techniques have been applied to training,
classification, and machine learning field in reducing the complexity effectively.
Combinations of attribute reduction and dimension reduction are useful in
improving dimensionality reduction rate, However, how to better improve the
precision and the speed of attribute reduction are the focus of future research.
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